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Standard cryostat cross section
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Cryo pipe diameters take into 

account cryo parameters and 

industrial availability

More details on drawing: LHCQQX__0001

Offset creates space 

for piping inside the 

cryostat

GFRE column type 

supports (3x) with 

intermediate heat intercept 

(design on-going)

Sledge on rail 

cryostating method

Radial gap at the top required 

for cryostating sledge

Carbon steel 

vacuum vessel

Aluminium 

thermal shield 

40-60K
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Cold mass interfaces

3More details on drawing: LHCQQX__0001

Heat exchangers (2x)

HeII cross section 

2x75 cm2 located the 

at same radius as 

the heat exchanger

Alternative: HeII cross 

section 150 cm2. Less 

work in the tunnel but 

too close to beam line 

and large (rigid) bellows!

18 kA busbars

Trim/Correctors/CLIQ

HeII inlet

Distance between lines 

compatible with existing 

cutting machines

Beam line

Beam screen 

bellows
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Complete interconnect 
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Q1 Q2a Q2b Q3 CP D1

Vacuum vessel sleeve opens 

towards the IP

Service module 

on IP side of all 

cryostats
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Phase separators and pumping lines 
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Q1 Q2a Q2b Q3 CP D1

Lower than heat 

exchanger

2x 6.5 L of 

liquid volume

Reservation for level 

gauge (if needed)

Pumping manifold 

requires locally 

enlarged diameter: 

service module

Integration with alignment 

equipment to be checked
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Interconnect and service module Q3-CP
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Q1 Q2a Q2b Q3 CP D1

Phase separator is always in 

same position but connected to 

IP or non-IP magnet depending 

on slope 

Pumping line if reverse slope

BPM cable feedthroughs

Beam line pumping port 

(only on CP)
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Instrumentation

CLIQ

Q1 35 A Trim
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Why local feedthroughs?

 Finished cold part of the circuit, including 
feedtrhoughs, can be tested at cold as part of 
the magnet test (SM18, US, Japan). Electrical 
and thermal validation at operating conditions 
before installation.

 …and without modifications of the test bench

 Less connections at cold impacting 
intervention time for magnet replacement. 
Reliability.

For details on the circuite see 
https://indico.cern.ch/event/643197/contributions/2623195/attachments/1486026/23087
46/et_busbar_1706.pdf
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https://indico.cern.ch/event/643197/contributions/2623195/attachments/1486026/2308746/et_busbar_1706.pdf

